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Soviet leader leaves United States 
U.S.S.R. because of earthquake in 
~iro~:!~,Taylor Armenia, a republic in the Soviet Union. quake leaving thousands homeless and 
The General Secretary had planned to thousands dead. 
Soviet leader Mikhail S. Gorbachev cut 
his United States visit short and left New 
York yesterday because of a devastating 
earthquake (6.9 on the Richter scale) which 
killed an estimated 60,000 persons in 
visit Cuba and Great Britain on his way back Even though the visit to the United States 
-to the Soviet Union where ethnic unrest in was cut short, Gorbachev left behind pro-
the regions of Armenia and Azerbaijan is not mise of a ceasefire in Afghanistan, 
the only major problem. Metropolitan areas unilateral Soviet military reduction of 
Finals 
• Finals schedule 
• 'Lack of sleep' 




of Armenia were hit by the massive earth-
SPORTS: Bisons, Lady Bisons take wins, club 
top ten list, scuba courses pp. 10-12 
DRESSED AS SANTA CLAUS, Sfudent Association President Mark Moore 
brought gifts last week to the Brown Home where 11 foster children 
live. See related story, page 6. (photo by Greg Taylor) 
Spirit of Christmas 1 lights' 
Harding's campus for finals week 
by Virgil Walker 
Bison staff writer 
When we think of Christmas time 
we often think of family, friends, gifts, 
Christmas trees, decorations, love, 
and the birth of our savior, Jesus . 
Here at Harding, a new tradition has 
been born. LIGHTS. 
For the first year ever the Student 
Association, led by President Mark 
Moore, has initiated a )llassive 
Christmas lighting project to decorate 
the campus. "We are trying to make 
things more cheerful as Christmas 
rolls around and as students begin to 
study for their finals,' ' Moore said. 
The project began this year tinder 
the name of the "Mabrey Cballenge." 
The object of the challenge was to ask 
the student body to donate money 
toward the purchase of the lights. The 
students came through with over 
$1,000 which was supplemented by 
(See LIGHTS, page 6) 
(See GORBACHEV, page 12) 
Christmas 
• Clubs serve during 
Christmas p. 6 
• Creative Christmas gilts p. 7 
• Christmas in 





Although the United Nations General 
Assembly will convene in Geneva, inStead of 
New York to hear Yasar Arafat this month, 
15 Harding students met with an unofficial 
model United Nations in Conway, Ark. last 
week to hear impersonators of Arafat and 
delegates "representmg'' 150 nations to iron 
out simulated world crises. 
The delegates came from universities and 
high schools from around the state and 
Arkansas' border states. Why did they 
meet? Not to solve all the world problems 
but to learn how the United Nations works, 
says Mark Elrod, political science instruc-
tor at Harding and advisor of the group. 
The purpose of the model U.N. is to help 
students "better understand how the U.N. 
works and to become better acquainted with 
difficulties the U.N. deals with on a day to 
day basis,'' Elrod said. 
It was the first time in 10 years that a 
group from Harding has attended a meeting 
like the model U.N. The idea stemmed from 
discussion in a new political science group 
at Harding called the Samuel Adams Socie-
ty. Its purpose is to promote political par-
ticipation by learning outside of the 
classroom and to provide a means by which 
students in any field of study can get to know 
one another. The two-day U.N. exercise is a 
perfect example of the kind of activity the 
Society involves itself in. 
Harding students become delegates 
for three countries 
The group of 15 were divided into delega-
tions for three different countries. Martin 
Miller headed up the Chile delegation with 
help from Noberto Otero, Scott Pulley, Joan 
Suit, and Chris Lawrenson. The Ghana 
(See MODEL U.N., page 8) 
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On the streets for the holidays 
"I'll be hon1e for Christmas . ... " For most of us, 
these wooing words of Johnny Mathis bring back fond 
memories of Christmases past and great anticipation 
of Christmas in the future. 
But for many others, these words only serve as a 
sad reminder of what they don't have. There are ap-
proximately 400,000 people in the United States and 
100 million people worldwide who don't have a home 
to go to. Their house consists of a cardboard box, a 
park bench or warm place over a heating vent. Their 
home is made up of themselves and a few friends on 
the down and out like themselves. Christmas is 
another day that doesn't offer many "tidings of com-
fort and joy" or "peace on earth and good will to 
men." Christmas Day may only mean extra scraps of 
calorie-laden food to be found in garbage bins, 
treasures of old trinkets, replaced by new ones, to be 
found thrown out with the trash, and some extra pen-
nies to be made on the street comer. Fred won't see a 
new silk tie from Macy's; Erma won't get to try out 
her new food processor on creamed turkey; Johnny 
won't blast the house down with a Kenwood compact 
disc player; Sally won't awake to a shiny red Schwinn 
under her tree and Baby Jim won't mutilate the Wee-
hie Wobble House and See 'n' Say on Christmas 
afternoon. No, Fred, Erma, Johnny, Sally and Baby 
Jim will be lucky if they get a Christmas lunch at all. 
No turkey, no dressing, pumpkin pie or cranberry 
sauce, except what's been thrown out for the dogs. If 
people in Fred or Erma's town care for them, they 
might get a hot meal served at the Salvation Army or 
like-mission. Otherwise, they're on their own. 
As college students, we take our blessings for 
granted. We know that we will be home to rest in a 
warm bed in our own room Christmas Eve, we will 
wake to most of what we asked for under the tree 
Christmas morning, and we will gorge ourselves with 
rich, hot food Christmas Day. Most of this, without a 
thought for those who are not so privileged on that 
day. 
The saddest statistic about the homeless concerns 
the innocent victims who are involved. Nearly 33 per-
cent of homeless people are families with children. -
One third of these people have mental illness, another 
one third on the streets have alcohol or hard-drug ad-
dictions, personality disorders or marginal IQ's. A 
final one third are without a home because of job 
displacement with new technology, poverty or lack of 
cheap housing. 
This Christmas, when you're thinking about being 
home for Christmas and while you're there, remember 
those who don't have a home. But do more than that. 
Find a local organization that provides these homeless 
with some comforts during the Chrisbnas season and 
give from your abundance. And don't take your own 
home for granted. Thank God every day that He has 
blessed you enough to have one. 
- The Assistant Editor 
Christmas: when some stop and remember Jesus 
"Jesus is the reason for the season." 
Countless buttons, signs and bumper stickers pro-
claim Christmas as a saC'red season of spiritual 
remembrance of Jesus. lti is the time when society 
chooses to celebrate Jesus Christ's birthday, but some 
refuse this celebration because the exact date of his 
birth is unknown. 
Of course the exact date is not known, but should 
that keep us from celebrating the birth of the Christ 
who saved us? Once a year society chooses to show 
gratitude to Jesus in a'n annual festival which is called 
Christmas. Maybe the tradition was started by a 
church; who knows? Regardless of where the tradition 
came from, it has become a tradition for Christians 
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and also for those who ~ely know of Jesus. But • 
what an opportunity for those who walk daily with 
Jesus to take the hand of those who see only a yearly 
occasion to celebrate Christ, and lead them to a daily 
remembrance of him. 
But so many "who do walk with Christ daily" 
choose to deal in technicalities instead of the true 
meaning of Christmas. The spirit of Jesus has been 
spread during Christmas each year in spite of help 
from ones who wish to abstain. 
Santa's gifts are great. I love the tradition of Kris 
Kringle, but why should we neglect the tradition 
heralding a real man whose giving of himself and his 
life ought to motivate our giving. 
A prominent Christian leader said: 
"Maybe it would be good for us to celebrate 
Christmas in the 'church' and get the emphasis back 
where it belongs - on Christ, rather than on the 
'church'." 
We are often hesitant to do the things our society 
does for fear it will appear we are of the world. 
However, we are a part of a society which hushes 
itself and remembers a day some two-thousand-and-
something years ago. That is our cue. A door to Jesus 
is standing wide open for some to pass through. 
Words of encouragement from Christians to non-
Christians may escort some strangers to Jesus through 
the door which leads to him. And Jesus will be on 
the minds of millions during Christmas. 
Christians ought to take this opportunity to speak of 
Jesus. Christ is the reason for every season, and 
especially Christmas. 
-G.T. 
Writers, advertisers, photographers 
-needed next semester 
There are several openings on The Bison 
newspapt?r ~taff_ for next semester. Sportswriters will 
_.,... . - . ~ 
-·-$pecial Thanks 
We would like to praise those who have taken the 
time to make Christmas a happier time for those who 
haven't been given as much spiritual or physical 
riches. 
One example of each: The Knights social club 
helped the children of the Brown Home (a home for 
foster children in Searcy) feel the spirit of giving by 
collecting over $1,500 towards buying the children 
gifts. Where did the money come from? "Poor" 
Harding University students. Thanks. By giving of 
your physical blessings you have helped a group of 
people share in physical and spiritual blessings. 
Thanks to the student body for "clinking" the coffee 
can with your extra change - it added up. 
Thanks also to the countless dozens who have and 
will pass bags of food from their rich hands to other 
poor ones. God gives us plenty so we can share with 
those in need. 
Radio KZ95 in Little Rock said it best last Satur-
day: "Hunger doesn't stop when the holidays are 
over." 
Let's remember that and give- because Jesus gave. 
-G.T. 
Thanks for the lights 
It's hard not to want to rush the day into dusk just to 
see the Chrisbnas lights twinkling on the Harding Searcy 
campus one more time. Some4,200 new white Christmas 
lights have dazzled the campus because of the efforts of 
the student 'body and especially the Student Association. 
SA President Mark Moore led the charge into a fund-
raising campaign for the lights by asking the students for 
a quarter a piece. The SA got more than they imagined 
they would get - they rolled up over $1,000 in pennies, 
nicldes, dimes, quarters, and a few bills from the student 
body. 
The students did not, however, raise all the money to 
buy the lights. Moore credited administrators and teachers 
and especially Dr. Jerome Barnes and President David 
Burks for taking up the slack in fund-raising and 
organizing. 
The SA and many others of the student body hit the 
ground running Sunday night when they returned from 
Thanksgiving break. Before the morning dawned of the 
next day, the first ribbons had been hung on the light posts 
with care. The goal for the week was to twist over 4,000 
light bulbs into the sockets of about 170 light strands. How 
did the strands of lights get in the trees and on the tops 
of the buildings? Ladders, and some brave souls whom 
we thank. 
The Harding Physical Plant also had a hand in helping 
the student body string the lights. Well, mostly they had 
their "lift" in on it. It was with a spirit of cooperation 
that students and physical plant workers tooled around 
together in the "lift" truck to get the lights a little higher. 
It was with frozen feet that several students waded in six 
inches of water on the top of one building to string lights. 
We would like to thank those who twisted bulbs in the 
student center, taped bows to the lamp posts, strung almost 
170 strands of lights and for those who will have to reverse 
the process when the "I don't feel like taking the Christmas 
decorations down" blues hit come January. While we are 
thanking everybody, thanks power plant for the extra 
electricity. 
To these persons: Thanks for lighting up the campus 
with the Christmas lights. They are beautiful. 
be needed next semester as well as photographers. 
Positions in advertising and reporting will also be 
open. If you are interested in any of these, please 
call268-6161 ext. 330 or drop us a note at box 1192. 
The Bison staff would like to wish you a very 
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I · taught Donny everything he knew about, Christmas 
What about all this religious Christmas stuff? Is it 
really Jesus' birthday? I don't think so. I used to be 
sure it wasn't, but Donny Parker showed me 
differently. 
By Mark Moore 
anyone tell you differently. No one knows when his 
birthday is!" 
Don sat there for a while almost embarrassed that 
he had even asked. 
Donny was the best friend a sevt<n-year-old could 
ever have. We did everything together.- We rode bikes 
together, we ate King Vitamin Cereal together, we 
played war together, and spent the night at each 
other's house every weekend. 
like I knew and he would believe me. But this time 
was different. I actually knew the answer. This was 
my chance to tell Don something about Jesus other 
than he was a prefix for various swearwords. 
He knew better than to argue theological issues with 
a guy who went to church on Wednesday nights, but 
under his breath he mumbled, "If nobody knew when 
my birthday was, I wouldn't mind if they just picked a 
day." 
We were blood brothers. We both hated girls and 
we stuck up for each other when someone called me 
fat or him four eyes. We even had a secret handshake 
- a true friendship. 
"No, No, No!" I blurted out, scorning Don for his 
blatant ignorance. "It's not his birthday and don't let 
I still remember what Donny mumbled that day in 
that snow bank. Donny, who had never been to 
Donny looked up to me and rightfully so. I was 
older than him (2 months), a fact I frequently remind-
ed him of and I outweighed him 30 pounds, a fact he 
frequently reminded me of. Age and weight are two 
factors that loom large in seven-year-olds' relation-
ships, so when Don had a question, he would often 
come to me. 
One December day, as we played in a snowbank, 
Donny had a question. We had been talking about 
Christmas, the number one December topic for seven-
year-olds, when he said: '~Mark, I was wonderin', is 
Christmas really Jesus' birthday?" 
Fifteen years later, I wonder 
if Don remembers what I 
told him. I hope not, 
because he now has a two-
year-old who might ask him 
the same question. 
church a day in his life, saw a smiling Jesus who said 
"go ahead, just pick a day" and I saw a frowning 
Jesus yelling, "NO, NO, NO, for the last time, it's not 
my birthday!" 
Do we really think that he cringes when we sing 
about mangers? When he hears songs about 
Bethlehem and wise men does he pull his hair and 
say "it never says three, it never says three ... " I doubt 
it. I really doubt it. 
Fifteen years later, I wonder if Don remembers 
what I told him. I hope not, because he n0w has a 
two-year-old who might ask him the same question. 
What a shame if that's the only thing he remembers 
about his friend who went to church three times a 
week. I must confess now that I rarely, if ever, knew the 
answers to any of Don's questions. Usually I'd just act 
Meet Warren Carpenter 
Political scientlStS'teVieW 1988 electiOri.'reSults 
by Mark Elrod and Tom Howard 
Department oi PoUUcal Science 
After every election, political scientists 
and voters like to evaluate the variables 
which produced a new set of leaders on the 
state and national level. The reason for this 
is much more than just curiosity; the pat-
terns of voting behavior by an electorate 
often reveal what is on the mind of the voting 
public as well as what campaign strategies 
seem to work best in getting a candidate 
elected. 
One of the most interesting races this year 
was the race for the Second Congressional 
district seat in Arkansas which includes 
White County, Since 1984 this seat has been 
beJd by Tommy Robinson, a Democrat and 
former sheriff of Pulaski County. &binson 
. was challenged this year by Warren D. 
· Carpenter, a Republican. former educator, 
and resident of Little RQck. To no one's sur-
prise Robinson won re-election by a comfor-
table margin. He received 84 percent of the 
votes in the Second District and 86 percent 
in White County. 
What was unusual about this election in 
Searcy was the share of the vote the two can-
didates received in Box 4A in the fourth ward 
which is the ballot box located in the 
American Heritage Center. In a pattern 
totally different from the rest of the district, 
the voters of Box 4A gave Carpenter an easy 
victory with 56 perce)'lt of 393 votes cast 
making it the only box be won in tbe coun-
ty. This unusual type of pattern is the kind 
of result that makes researche,rs take notice. 
Why would voters at .one box in an entire 
county choose to vote for the overwhelming 
loser in a race? lt is not that difficult to 
understand because every Republican can-
didate on the ballot in 4A won easily (Bush 
got 65 percent). This means that it is a solid 
Republican box. Keeping .in mind that 90 
percent of the voters in 4A are Harding 
students, the conclusion is that Harding 
students preferred Warren Carpenter to 
represent them in Congress over Tommy 
Robinson. 
As a public service, we feel as if it is 
someone's responsibility to tell you who War-
ren Carpenter is, mainly becatise there is an 
important lesson to be learned from this 
unusual voting idiosyncrasy. 
To say that Carpenter is a little unusual 
would be an understatement. While he has 
never held an elected office, he has been in-
volved in state politics for many years. He 
rose to prominence in the 1960s and 1970s as 
an opponent of public school desegregation. 
He is the author and editor of The Snag-
gletooth Express, a newsletter that outlines 
his political views. In addition to this source, 
his views are published far and wide, in-
cluding the state and local press. In 1986, he 
ran for Attorney General as a Republican 
against Steve Clark and lost, but received 
20 percent of the vote ( 45 percent in Box 4A) 
despite the fact that he has no legal train-
ing. He has frequently accused Robinson 
and Ed Bethune, the state chairman of the 
Republican Party, of being "traitors" 
because they refuse to cooperate in his ef-
fort to b~ impeachment charges against 
federal judges who order schools to 
desegregate. Carpenter won the GOP 
nomination by winning the Republican 
primary in March by 301 votes. He defeated 
a last-minute candidate put forward by the 
Republican Party to keep Carpenter off the 
ballot in the General Election. One must 
conclude that he received no support from 
his party before or during the campaign. 
This summer he revealed that President 
Reagan is one of the many people who was 
trying to make his life miserable; Carpenter 
accused the Reagan Administration, Tom-
my &binson, and the FBI of bombarding 
his home with radiation from a satellite in 
outer space. He says that this has caused his 
health to decline and resulted in a loss of 
eyesight. And despite the fact that he 
describes himself as a 'hawk,' he opposes 
Coritra aid, which both President Reagan 
and 'lbmmy &binson support. For obvious 
reasons, we would assume that he also op-
poses the President's Strategic Defense 
Initiative. 
What we have, to say the least, is a rather 
odd individual who got on his party's ballot 
because the Republican Party couldn't stop 
him. This happens all the time in state 
politics. There are only three reasons wny 
s<>meone mig!lt have votoo for him. First, a 
person migbt really hate Tommy Robinson 
and want him out of Congress at all costS, 
even if it meant sending Warren Carpenter 
to Washington in his place where he would 
no doubt continue to embarrass the district. 
Second, someone might have believed that 
Carpenter was the better qualified of the two 
candidates and would be the kind of person 
they wouJd be proud to have represent them 
in Congress. Finally, a voter may have voted 
for Carpen~ simply because he -was the 
Republican candidate without knowing 
anything else about him. H anyone voted fur 
Warren Carpenter for this reason, how could 
they conclude that they voted wisely and in-
telligently after a careful review of his 
credentials? -
Even if the voters in Box 4A did not know 
all those things about Carpenter before they 
read them here, there is still a cer~in irony 
in voting for him. 'Ibmmy Robinson, the can-
didate ~ou voted against on Nov. 8, was 
favored by more Republicans in this coun-
ty than the --ae_publican nominee. This is 
because Robinson is quite ca.pable of 
representing most conservatjve and 
~lican views and values in Washington 
even thQugh he says be is a Democrat Since 
going to Washington, Robinson bas been one 
of Mr. Reagan's strongest suppo~. Voters 
in Box 4A may not bave known that 
Carpenter was an embarrassment to his 
own party; this could be the reason why he 
wasn't brought to campus for voters to meet 
when the other Republican candidates were 
introduced. 
The views expressed here should not be in-
terpreted as an argwnent against voting for 
Republican candidates or that Harding 
students should not have the right to vote in 
Searcy. Neither party has cornered the 
market on candidates that are genuinely 
qualified. Every American should register 
and vote somewhere, otherwise one is fail-
ing to exercise one of their most important 
political rights. Like most people in our pro-
fession, we believe that a functioning two-
party system is the best means of assuring 
that we have qualified leaders. Having can-
didates from two or several parties is the 
major reason why our political system is 
truly democratic. 
There is no doubt in our minds that col-
lege students are qualified to make in-
telligent decisions when it comes to voting 
or anything else. For example, to the credit 
of the voters of Ward 4A, the majority 
favored a much-needed millage increase to 
support the public library while the rest of 
the county voted it down. 
What we are trying to illustrate here is 
what was echoed on the pages of this 
newspaper in the weeks leading up to the 
election. You should vote, but vote in-
telligently and responsibly. After all, there 
is always a third alternative on your ballot 
-you can choose "none of the above" by not 
voting in"a particular race if you do not have 
the information necessary to make a choice. 
In this cas~ that may have been the more 
reasonable, responsible, arid wise decision. 
This election is over and nothing can 
change the votes cast. However, the impor-
tant lesson to be learned is that one should 
consider each and every candidate's creden-
tials carefully before exercising one of our 
most precious political rights, voting. 
Saturday, 
Dec. 10 
Regular classes and chapel 
Campus movie, "One Magic 
Christmas," at 8 p.m., 
Benson Auditorium 
"little Women" performance at 




Regular chapel and class 
schedule 
Class Exam 
MWF ::·3:50 7-9:30 p.m. 
Tuesday, 
Dec. 13 
Chapel at 10:45 
Class Ex om 
MWF 8-8:50 2:40-5:10 
MWF 10:45-11:35 8-10:30 
TT 8-8:50 12:00-2:30 
TT 3-3:50 7-9:30 p.m. 
Wednesday, 
Dec. 14 
Chapel at 10:45 
Class Ex om 
MWF 9:45-10:35 12:00-2:30 
MWF 1-1:50 8-10:30 
TT 1-1 :50 2:40-5:10 
Thursday, 
Dec. 15 




TT 10:45-11 :35 
Friday, Dec. 9 
Regular classes 








MWF 11:45-12:35 8-10:30 
TT 11:45-12:35 12:00-2:30 
TT 2-2:50 2:40-5:10 
Chapel at 10:45 
Twa-hour classes will schedule finals for the first hour and 40 minutes of the test period. Finals in physical education 
activity classes and in laboratory classes will normally be given at the lost class meeting. 
Saturday, 
Dec. 17 
Graduation 10 a.m. 
From the Top 
Petit Jean 'shelved' in Hall of Fame 
The Petit·Jean was one of two yearbooks Dr. J. E. Pryor, who was faculty advisor 
n~tmed to the Associated CoUegiate Pr;ess for 43 consecutive Petit Jeans, attended the 
RaU of Finne in a charter induction Ocl 29 _ ceremony and received a plaque, a replica 
in Atlanta. The book qualified by receiving of which will hang at the Associated Col-
1(1 consecutive All-American ratings and legiate Press offices in Minneapolis. 
was one of two yearbooks in the charter The yearbook has had 28 consecutive All-
group. The other was the Orient of Ball State American ratings, beginning in 1960. 
University in Muncie, Ind Fourteen college Ratings on the 1988 book have not yet been 
newsgapers were aJso included. received. 
'Big D' Christmas Bonanza 
debuts with human tricks, Santa 
by Kristin Webb 
Bison staff wriler 
This time next year, students all 
over campus will be eagerly an-
ticipating the second annual Big "D': 
Christmas Extravaganza. This year's 
show was taped in front of a live au-
dience of over 250 students and guests 
on Tuesday night. It was spomored by 
the I.evjS Blues Crew (Harding's 
PRSSA chapter) . Tbe Student 
Association helped sell tickets to the 
taping for a dollar a piece. HaH of the 
proceeds from the ticket sales was 
donated to the United Way. 
The Benson stage was transformed 
into a holiday TV talk show set com-
plete with a David letterman style 
desk, Christmas tree, and bandsland 
The 16 regular crew members plus a 
few PRSSA members arrived hours 
before the show began; many 
technical preparations were needed. 
The evening featured Station B: the 
World's Most Paranoid Band, whose 
members include lead guitarist Ran-
dy Willlams, Thdd White on bass, and 
drummer Josh Touchton. They supp-
ly the show's introduction and lead-ins 
to commercials for Big "D" produc-
tion. Another highlight of the ex-
travaganza was the stupid human 
tricks. There were 11 entrants with 
acts ranging from body contortions to 
a nail being driven through a nose. 
But Jeff Holland emerged the winner 
after the judges' decisions were hand-
ed in. 
Holland displayed his unique talent 
of snorting a Chicklet up his nose and 
then spitting it from his mouth with 
a straw, hitting a dart board held by 
.:.a.-- ---~ -~ ' -~ ---- ~ 
the "Big D" hiinseH, Darren Bonham. 
For his talent, Holland received two 
gift certificates for a free Levis jean 
jacket and a free pair of Levis jeans. 
Bonham hosted three special guests 
on his show as well. Horror specialist 
Mark Beshirs explained the close con-
nection between the Chrisbnas season 
and spiders, snakes, and horror 
movies. Brian Mashburn, the human 
trash compactor, made his regular 
appearance on the show, trying once 
again to break the Moon Pie ~ling 
record. He almost accomplished this 
feat by cramming four whole pies in-
to his mouth during his last minute, 
but he did not get enough down to seal 
the moon pie eating crown. Har-
monica player Kevin Kerby got the 
audience clapping to a blues number 
while the band supplied spontaneous 
backup. 
The show lasted almost an hour and 
45 minutes, but it will be edited down 
to an hour and a baH before being 
aired. Overall, the show's director, 
Melydia Clewell, felt the show was a 
success. Bonham said ''everything fell 
into place because of l'llelydia's ex-
cellent planning." Clewell attributes 
the success to the show's technical 
director, Mark Hodges. "He's so 
talented. He did a great job," said 
Clewell. 
After all cameras were turned off 
for the night, the PRSSA made Santa 
available for pictures with anyone 
who wanted to sit on his knee and pay 
two dollars for the picture. Santa gave 
away candy and levis 501 posters to 
round out the evening . 
Suggestions for the 
Student Association? 
Send to Box 323 
INTERN OPPORTUNITY IN THE NORTHWEST 
Would you like to live in the Northwest, enjoy Christian fellowship, continue 
your college education, and gain valuable, practical experience? You can do 
that at the Biblical Studies Center in Boise, Idaho as an intern working With 
the campus ministry at Boise State University, Fall 198&-Spring 1989. 
OPPORTUNITIES 
• Lead devotionals 
• Plan retreats 
• Teach Bible studies 
• Work with campus minister 
• Assist student leaders 
CONTACT 
Phil McMillion 
Biblical Studies Center 
1025 Belmont 
Boise, Idaho 83706 
(208) 342-2182 
(208) 336-8306 (home) 
Sponsored by Boise Church of Christ 
BENEFITS 
• Continue college studies 
• Credit Bible classes 
• Skiing and outdoor sports · 
• College credit for experience 
• Monthly stipend 
TWENTY SCHOLARSHIPS are available for Christian students who want to attend 








Available now in hardback and paperback at HUB, Bible House, 
and College Church Tape office. 
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JIJ\1 PHIPPS HELPS DECORATE THE CAMPUS with lights for the 
Christmas season. The lights were purchased with the help of donations 
by the StUdent body and faculty. (photo by Sharon Bowles) 
57 H.U. students make Whds Who list 
Fifty-seven Harding University students 
were chosen for Who's Who Among Students 
in American Universities and Colleges for 
1988-89. They are: Digna Aguilar, Miguel 
Aguilar, Olan (Bubba) Alsup, Stephanie 
Alsup, Todd Austin, Jodie Baker, John Bar-
ton, Jimmy Benney, Tanya Boatwright, 
Kelley Brown, Bryan Burks, Laura Burks, 
Carolyn Camp, Rae Anne Carr, Robert 
Chambers, Courtney Cheyne, Carl Collins, 
Brooks Davis, Gabrielle DeMatteis, Leslie 
Downs, Stephanie Elchuck, Donna England, 
David Escue, Tonja Fogle, Onetta Gardner, 
AliCe Gill, John Griffith, Chris Hanson, 
Linda Hanson, Jon Hart, Wayne Houk, 
James Thomas Howard, Deborah James, 
Jeff Jewell, Sandra Jones, Jill Kinser, An-
drea Lively, Craig Mabre, Shelli Meador, 
Mark Moore, Savannah Morley, Shannon 
Morris, Andy Olree, Robert Ritter, Hernan 
Riverol, Michele Roder, Robert San Juan, 
Elizabeth Segraves, Cheryl Beth Stanley, 
Greg Stevenson, Kristen Swenson, Greg 
'neylor, Andy Thomas, Leslie Arule Thomp-
son, CheryJ Waite, Ty Webb, and· Angela 
Whitlock. 
A campus nominating committee chose 
the students based on academic achieve-
ment, service to the community, leadership 
in extracurricular activities, and potential 
for continued success. 
WHEN WE FILL YOUR PRESCRIPTION 
ALL YOU HAVE TO SAY IS, 
. "BILL IT TO MY DAD." 
EDICAL CENTER PHARMAC 
Located In Searcy Medical Center 
Boyce H. Arnett, PO 
Closs of '66 
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HU makes two 
administrative changes 
President David B. Burks today announc-
ed two administrative changes in the univer-
sity relations divisio!.l of Harding University. 
Alvin Fowler has been promoted to assis-
tant vice president for university relations. 
A separate university legal office has been 
created. William Tucker is serving as the 
university's legal counsel. Both the appoint-
ment and the creation of the new office are 
effective immediately. 
"Both of these men have demonstrated ex-
ceptional leadership and technical skills. 
These changes and new designations will 
allow Harding to use their skills more com-
ple~Iy,' ' ~aid Burks. 
F~ler, 42, joined the Harding staff in 1973. 
In 1.984 he was named director of develop-
ment at the University. 
Tucker, 44, joined the staff of the univer-
sity relations office in 1981. 
Terrill gets 
new appointment 
Henry Terrill, an associate professor of 
library science at Harding University, has 
been named Systems Librarian for Beau-
mont Memorial Library by Winnie Bell, 
library director. 
Memphis ·state classes 
approved for Harding 
The Arkansas Department of Higher 
Education has approved a proposal by 
Memphis State University to offer graduate 
classes on the Harding University campus 
leading to. the Ed.D. degree in Higher 
Education on Adult, Continuing, and 
Community Education. 
The first of 10 approved courses will be of-
fered for the spring semester. 
Specific information regarding applica-
tion, registration, residency requirements, 
and GRE scores should be addressed to Dr. 
Thomas C. Valesky, College of Education, 
Memphis State University, Memphis, Tenn. 
38152. 
the news 
Kay to speak to 
129 HU grads Dec. 17 
Dr. C. L. Kay, vice chancellor of Abilene 
(Texas) Christian University, will address 
the 129 graduates in Harding University's 
commencement exercises Dec. 17 at Benson 
Auditorium. The program will begin at 
10 a.m. 
The ceremony will be a change in routine 
with the program set for Saturday morning. 
In the past, the graduation exercises have 
been held on Friday. The change was made 
because of the week-long recess granted to 
the student body during Thanksgiving week. 
Kay joined the ACU staff in 1982 after ser-
ving as Lecturer, Dean of Student Life, Vice 
President for Public Affairs and Assistant 
President at Lubbock Christian College. 
A well-known lecturer, he has delivered 
more than 5,000 addresses on the principles 
of the American System of Private Enter-
prise, the nature of men, comparative 
economic sys'tems and religious, historical, 
and moral values. 
HU professor named 
to Education Council 
Dr. Wade Bedwell, a professor of educa-
tion at Harding University, has been ap-
pointed to the Constituency Body of the 
Arkansas Special ·Education Personnel 
Development Council (SEPDC) for 1989-92. 
The Council is made up of individuals com-
mitted to quality educational services for 
handicapped students and who have an in-
terest in the preparation of personnel for 
their education. 
New HU Alumni 
Association president 
Kenneth Dunn, budget and statement 
analysis with Potlatch Corporation in Mon-
ticello, Ark., was installed as president of the 
Harding University Alumni Association dur-
ing Homecoming weekend at the universi-
ty N~v. 4-5. He succeeds Phil Dixon of 
Rogers. 
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• Indoor/Outdoor Swimming Pool ~ 
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- WE DELIVER -
Corner Gift Shop 
on campus 927 E. Market 
BAINES 
CHIROPRACTIC CLINIC 
Specializing In Spine 
1And Nerve Rehabilitation 
Hours By Appointment 
268-4101 
Lights • • • 
contributions from administrators, 
teachers, and Wal-l\fart, which 
donated about $100 worth of lights. 
President David Burks was in-
strumental in helping the Student 
Association get the lights. 
Over 4,000 bulbs now light up the 
campus each night. The white lights 
are attached to 168 strands, which 
would stretch 5,000 feet (almost a • 
mile). "Much needed preparation had 
to take place for this project," Moore 
said. 
. Who strung all the lights? The stu-
dent body, with the help of workers 
from Harding's Physical Plant. Moore 
hopes next year's decorating will start 
earlier, especially if there is an addi-
tion to the number of lights. 
The lights have added a new dimen-
sion to the campus from the student's 
point of view: 
"I can really feel the spirit of 
Christmas," Ingrid Cho said. 
"It really brightens the campus," 
Brad Gist said. 
(continued from page 1) 
Press releases about the new 
decorations have been sent to the Lit-
tle Rock media in hopes that the com-
munity will come and see the lights. 
Asked if the campus Christmas 
lights would become a school tradi-
tion, Moore said, "I really hope so. 
That was the intent of starting this 
project." 
- "Not only would I want this to be a 
tradition, but I hope it will be 
something that is added to each year." 
Moore hopes the community will 
begin to look forward to the lights in 
coming years. "By having people 
come and see the campuS lights, they 
can enjoy the beauty and liopefully 
remember that Christ is the reason 
for Christmas." 
"If anyone should celebrate the fact 
that Christ came into the world it 
should be Christians,'' M;oore said. 
Moore says "thank you" to all those 
who helped make this project such a 
success. He me_ntioned specifically 
the work of Burks, the Physical Plant, 
and the student body. 
~[h[f0~~m 
303 E. Center - Searcy 
Harding clubs give Brown Home 
children special gifts, clothes, smiles 
Mr. Klean 
Laundry Center 
811 S. Main #D 
Next to Tom's Place 
The only air-conditioned 
laundry center in Searcy 
7 DAYS A WEEK 
6:00 a.m. - Midnite 
by Trish Shanklin 
Bison staff writer 
JOY and Knights social club have band-
ed together to bring happiness to the 
children and teens at the Brown's Home. 
Mrs. Lois Brown, associate professor of 
special education, and her husband, Her-
man, have become foster parents for dozens 
of children throughout the yea~. The cou-
ple usually has between 10 and 20 youngsters 
in their home at a time. Although College 
Church of Christ helps support the family, 
the funds run low around Christmas. 
For the past 14 years, Knights has pro-
vided the family with a Christmas party. 
This year was no exception. JOY, a women's 
service club, also helped in the effort for the 
second year. Jeff Holland headed the com-
mittee for Knights .. Christy Castner and 
Michelle Barbeau were responsible for 
JOY's part. 
This year each dorm room was visited by 
either a JOY or a Knights member asking 
for donations. Holland said this has been one 
of the best years for collecting funds. "This 
ip the best year in collections:• be said. The 
total amount collected was between $1,500 
HANCOCK 
FABRI-CS 
Bridal • Formal 
Spring Sing 
Fabric and Notions 
Terry Kernodle 
Owner 
503 E. Race 
268-5509 
and $1,600. last year's collection was about 
$1,000. 
About 40 Harding students participated 
Dec. 1 in the Christmas party. The money 
went toward gifts for the children, clothes, 
and possibly for a new television set the 
family would like to have for the cblldnm. 
Santa Claus made an appearance to hand 
out toys and clothes which the two clubs had 
shopped for and gift wrapped. A Christmas 
tree was provided and the group sang 
Christmas carols. 
Every other Thursday night Knights holds 
an hour devotional at the Brown's Home. 
Regarding the home, Holland said, "It is an 
ongoing service project but this Christmas 
party is the highlight." _ 
Other Christmas projects JOY is active in 
include caroling and a party for the Sun-
shine School. 
Anlaura Leek headed the caroling efforts 
this year. On Dec. 6 a group of students, both 
male and female, visited the homes of shut-
ins and families. The group sang to at least 
10 families by the end of the night. 
The Sunshine School Christmas party was 
held Dec. 6. 
JOY committee chairman Dawn Helms 
said, "There were 20 to 30 JOY members and 
guys at the party." There were games, sing-
ing, arts, crafts, and refreshments. Santa 
Claus was also there to take the childrens' 
wish list. 
The Chrisbnas party was therthird party 
this semester for the Sunshine' School. 
JUST A SAMPLE of the many Christmas lights on 
campus. 
TWO BOYS FROM 1HE BROWN HOME don't notice 
as they wait for their chance to sit on his kn~. 
$30 off on Contacts 
With examination 
Bailey Vision Clinic 
and Contact lens Center 
918 E. Race 
Dr. Finis Bailey 
Optometrist 
268-1400 
Offer good with this ad thru December. 
@~ ~®~~ 
New ideas for Christmas gifts ARTISTIC FLORIST 
& GIFTS to help survive low budget depression 
by Susan D. Arnette 
Biso., assistant editor 
"A penny for the poor. A penny for the 
poor." It's that time of the year again. The 
time when students begin to sound (and 
look) like street urchins; when everything 
in Wal-Mart becomes a potential Christmas 
present and you begin to think about soap 
carvings, tin cans and plywood as can-
didates for gift mater~al. 
You think the illumination on campus is 
from the genius of Mark Moore's fundrais-
ing techniques? No! It's from the heads of 
2,000 college students suddenfy coming up 
with "the perfect" (but cheap) Christmas 
gift. The trick is to come up with the perfect 
gift that will still allow you to go to Bonan-
za on Monday night, Wendy's on Wednesday 
night, Shoney's on Friday, and Thco Bell on 
Saturday. 
That's not completely the truth. There are 
many students who want to give their fami-
ly nice gifts but just don't have the money. 
Mom's every-year-before-Christmas state-
ment, "Wait until you're on your own. Then 
you can get us some nice gifts," is beginn-
. P1g to sound a little too serious, and the price 
tag keeps going up every year. 
Harding's home eConomics department 
comes to the rescue in the area of creative, 
personable gifts for your shopping conve-
nience. Some of the crafts may be time-
consuming to make, but what better is there 
to do besides watching "People's Court" and 
soap operas over the Christmas break? 
as lights on buildings and trees on the Harding Searcy 
Lolita Higginbotham, assistant professor 
in the home economics department, recom-
mends making Christmas ornaments out of 
salt dough or sawdust and spices. Almost 
every elementary school activities book has 
the recipe for the salt dough. She also sug-
gests making wreaths out of pine cones or 
straw and tying with ribbon. Any craft store 
could help in this area. (photo by Dave Reece, photo editor) 
Pulling together a booklet of favorite fami-
ly recipes and some new ones to try makes 
a nice gift for a new couple or elderly per-
son. The recipes can be put on colored in-
dex cards to match the kitchen, laminated 
Remember the Grinch who stole Christmas? 
Just, before he slithered away with all the 
presents, ornaments, and roast beast in who-
ville>' he stopped. 
And the Grinch, with his 
grinch-feet ice-cold in the snow, 
Stood puzzling and puzzling: "How could 
it be so? 
"It came without ribbons! It came with-
out tags! 
"It came without packages, boxes or bags!" 
And he puzzled three hours, till his puzzler 
was sore. 
Then the Grinch thought of something he 
hadn't before! 
"Maybe Christmas," he· thought, "doesn't 
come from a store. 
don't notice that Santa (Mark Moore) is wearing Dexters 
knee".. , ;_ (photo by Greg Taylor) 
"Maybe Christmas ... perhaps ... means a 
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Monday night ~et a GREAT meal 
Is Harding night at a GREAT prlcel 
IRING YOUR HARDING I.D. AND GET OUR FRESHTASTIKS FOOD BAR 
$2.59 ONLY ON MONDAY NIGIRS 
Students and Faculty with Harding I.D. get 10% discount o·n all food purchases. 
CARRY OUT ORDERS WELCOME - 268-5777 - 3002 E. RACE 
Sun.-Thur. 11:00 a.m.-9:00p.m. Fri. & Sat. 11:00 a.m.-10:00 p.m. 
•-----------------·COUPON-----------------J 
and pulled together with ribbon or a ring 
binder. 
A collage of family reunions or a photo 
album of a family member's past year is 
a present that would be appreciated by the 
nostalgic. If you're extremely industrious, 




on videotape. · 
The trick is to 
come up with the 
perfect gift that will 




-· ~ ~!: ~ For the more talented ones in the bunch who aren't eyesore from finals, a gift of crosstitch or any other kind of needlework is personable, fun, and pretty. Higginbotham 
suggests using napkins, towels, handker-
chiefs or sweatshirts as a background. 
Or, if you're ultra-talented, you might try 
the G.T. aU-time favorite gift and make per-
sonal stationary for each member of your 
family. Then suggest thtly actually use it and 
address it to your box while you're at school. 
to Harding Laundry & Cleaners 
E. Park Ave. 268-3979 
For other students who can't find the time 
or the inclination to be creative, there is hope 
for cheap gifts. Of course, a person's favorite 
food is always the ultimate gift. You can 
package it in a decorated storage box or 
basket. Bathroom accessories for men or 
women, scented soaps and storage bins are 
popular and useful. 
Frozen Delight 




Setve 20C Finally, if all else fails, give the generic 
but beautiful poinsettia. Most of them can 
be found for $4 to $8 and add Christmas spirit 
to any abode. 
Remember, only 15 shopping days left! 
2200 E. RACE ST. 
268-4732 ....... ~ ... ........ 
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HU group manages global crises in model United Nations exercise 
·Model U.N .... (continued from page 1) 
group was led by Peter Davis. He had help , 
from Robbe Counts, Suzanne Dunlap, Clay 
Harland, Paul Schwedes, David Earnhart, 
and Murphey Crowson. The Senegal delega-
tion was filled by leader Robby Schaffer and 
his crew: Randy Barnes, Terri Benney, Scott 
Hoover, and Melanie McKechnie. 
Senegal and Ghana are in Western Africa; 
Chile is the long western coastlined country 
in South America. 
The Harding group performed well in the 
exercise, said Elrod. The organizers of the 
model U.N., which is sponsored by the 
University of Arkansas at Conway, created 
an ongoing crisis for the students to work out 
together. 
In the model U.N., the SecUrity Council 
decided to leave to the General Assembly 
the decision of whether Arafa t would speak 
at the U.N. 
Arafat spoke in the model U.N. 
The Security Council, in the real U.N., is 
made up of representatives from five super-
power nations and 4!n rotating other nations. 
The Security Council was a group- whicli 
was allowed to discuss nations' problems in 
a small group. Robby Schaffer was a part 
of that group in the model U.N. and he said 
it "made his experience" with the exercise 
a good one. 
"I enjoyed the model U.N. (exercises), but 
what made it interesting for me was the fact 
that I was on the Security Council," he said. 
Speeches were given by impersonators of 
Arafat, the General Secretary of the U.N. 
(the one who moderates discussion), and 
other world notables. Also, special co~mit­
tees met to deal with unique problems such 
as a current one in the real U.N. in which the 
United States refuses to acknowledge the 
Palestine Liberation Organization as a full 
A HARDING DELEGATE, ROBBE COUNTS, ADDRESSES the model 
The group and others who wish to par-
ticipate -have begun discussing plans to at-
tend another model U.N. exercise: in 
Oklahoma in February. Elrod was pleased 
with Harding's group and wants to continue 
this type of activity. 
"I was really pleased with our group. See-
ing the students' performance gave me a 
chance to see how Harding students shine 
in comparison to other universities," Elrod 
said. 
United Nations. 
member of the U.N. In fact, Arafat was 
refused a VISA into the United States last 
week because of his association with ter-
(photo by Mark Elrod) 
rorism. Arafat wanted to come to New York 
to speak before the General Assembly of the 
U.N. about relations with Israel. 
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Lack of sleep can cause physical illness and lower grades 
by Jill Smiley cle in Nation<tl Geogr3:ph_ic. When we do wide. With less sleep, classes. an; hard to 
sleep better, we are less UTltable and easier concentrate on, and our mobvabon level 
Amid finals and due dates for term 
papers, what is one of the most needed 
things in your college llie? 
Aah, sleep. When we don' t get enough we 
all want more, and we need more. We spend 
time in our classes planning nap times. One 
of the favored topics for small talk at Har-
ding is about lack of sleep. We need control 
over the amount of sleep we get so we can 
function well as children of God with our full 
potential. 
. People who have a regular sleeping pat-
tern of seven to eight hours a night live 
longer, according to a December 1987 arti-
to live with. Think about the person who is tends to fall. 
groggy every day and sleeps through class 
or chapel. Do you enjoy his company? 
Lack of sleep can be harmful to our 
bodies, says a study done by the United 
States Army Research and Deprivation and 
Development Center. The study showed that 
sleep loss affects the central nervous system 
and inhij>its sweat production. We are not as 
productive when we function under sleep 
deprivation, the study concluded. It's harder 
to concentrate on schoolwork or your job 
when you don't get enough sleep. Sleeping 
on the job has become a problem nation-
You can do something about the "sleep 
problem,'' however. Better time manage-
ment will free you to make time to sleep. No 
one wants to miss the fun times at curfew 
in the dormitory, catching up with everyone 
and all the phone calls too. But if you plan 
to stay up until2 a.m. with your friends, you 
need to make up for it some other time with 
extra sleep. Naps can help you. Taking naps 
appears to correspond to lower rates of cor-
onary heart disease, says a study by the 
Medical School of Athens, Greece. 
Another factor in helping to sleep is the 
right kind of food. Caffeine (tea, chocolate, 
most soft drinks) and spicy foods can inhibit 
sleep, but foods that contain amino acids 
such as chicken, eggs, and milk help you 
sleep. 
Some researchers blame our lack of sleep 
_ on Thomas Edison for inventing the light 
bulb. Before the invention, people were on 
the sun's cycle. 
We can't blame our problems on poor 
Tom. Instead we can realize that this is 
something we can act on. So get the right 
amount of sleep (seven to eight hotirs a 
night) ... the rest of your life depends on it. 
Central America celebrates Christmas its own way 
by Dawn Dunn 
Bison staff writer 
As victims of commercialization, 
Americans often forget that Christmas is a 
holiday celebrated not only here, but in Latin 
America as well as numerous other global 
ference between Christmas in the United 
States and in Latin America seems to be the 
intensity level. 
- regions. 
With December upon us, American 
families are busily preparing for their 
various renditions of celebrating this holi-
day season. While traditions vary among us, 
we have some cultural constants that we 
often mistakenly assume are universal. 
In Panama, cOsta Rica, and Guatemala, 
mistletoe does not play a part in the tradi-
tional festivities. Although these and various 
other customs are absent, Latin America is 
by no means lacking in a rich holiday 
heritage of its own. 
Festivities in P8nama begin well before 
the 25th, and in fact, a stronger emphasis is 
placed on Christmas Eve (lay. 
"In Guatemala, there is much more affec-
tion shown at Christmas time. People are 
always hugging. Everyone cries when it 
turns 12:00 on Christmas eve," said Noel 
Rubio, a native of Guatemala. 
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The official celebration begins around 
7 p.m. on Christmas eve with a dinner par-
ty. Tamales, roast pig or arroz con polio 
(rice with chicken) is served to close 
friends and relatives. A mixture of soft corn 
and mild call cicheme is served as a 
beverage. · 
Afterwards, the young people go visiting 
their friends. Every household prepares food 
to serve to people stopping by. The older peo-
ple stay at home and welcome the guests. 
Arotind midnight the younger kids open 
their presents. Older kids and young adults 
go dancing until around three in the morn-
ing. No one goes to sleep until later that 
morning. When they awaken, many people 
head to the beach for the afternoon. 
Christmas day is spent recuperating from 
Christmas eve. 
In Guatemala the 24th is important as well 
but the real action does not start until mid-
night. An evening meal is served around 
11 p.m. At midnight cohetes (firecrackers) 
are let off. Present opening begins shortly 
thereafter. Christmas Day is spent visiting 
friends and relaxing. The predominant dif-
When Santa is passing over Costa Rica in 
his trinea (sleigh), most of the people there 
are either enjoying their traditional dinner 
or are at mass, a Catholic ceremony which 
takes place on Christmas eve. A play called 
Villancicos is performed in which the birth 
of Jesus is depicted outside of the church 
building. 
An interesting characteristic of Costa 
Rica's Christmas celebration is their way of 
compensating for the lack of snow. The 
capital city closes off the main street after 
6 p.m. all through Deceniber and sprinkles 
it with confetti. This is sold in little bags by 
street vendors on the corners. Citizens come 
to walk down the street and enjoy their 
warmer version of the "white stuff." 
All three countries have what they call 
Nacimiento. This is a large nativity scene 
made of ceramic figures placed in a corner 
of the house. The people pray to the 
Nacimento until Jan. 6. That is the 
estimated day that the wise men came to 
visit the Christ child. Christmas festivities 
in Latin America begin earlier and end later 
than those in the United States and they are 
full of their own personal traditions. Feliz 
Navidad! 
The 1Comm.on cold' who's who list 
While use of the term "common cold" is 
more colloquial than technical, it conjures 
up the all too familiar syndrome of nasal 
drainage, sneezing, sore throat and body 
aches. 
Mike Justus, M.D. 
HOUSE CALLS 
The list of causative agents reads like a 
''Who's Who'' of viruses: adenovirus, 
enterovirus, parainfluenza, etc. However, the 
most frequent offender is the rhinovirus, 
which has the ability to survive on dry sur-
faces for up to 72 hours. Transmission fre-
quently occurs via hand-to-hand and hand-
to-mouth contact. 
Once on board the rhinovirus incubates for 
approximately 48 hours before initiating 
symptoms. Nasal secretions, body aches and 
throat irritation follow in rapid succession 
and then subside over several days. Fever 
is minimal if present at all. 
Contagious spread of the virus exists for 
up to a week after the initial innoculation. 
Careful handwashing and prompt disposal 
of contaminated tissue can diminish the risk 
for transmission. 
Diagnosis of the "common cold" is made 
on clinical judgment. There are no con-
clusive diagnostic tests, and there are no 
vaccines available for prevention. Since the 
illness is generated by a virus, antibiotics 
are not helpful unless a secondary bacterial 
infection develops. The risk for a secondary 
infection is more likely in children and may 
present as an unrelenting upper respiratory 
illness, i.e. bronchitis or bronchopneumonia. 
Management of the common cold remains 
symptomatic. Increased fluids, rest and 
acetaminophen (Tylenol) can minimize 
general discomfort. For some individuals 
decongestants may alleviate nasal inflam-
mation. In spite of technological ad-
vancements, "a cold will heal itself in seven 
days if it is treated and a week if it is not." 
Holidays allow us to relive a common past 
and to renew common goals. This season 
also brings the common cold ... a reminder 
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CLUB HOOPS 
Bison top ten scouting 
report for clubB-ball 
by Mike Allen 
Bison sports editor 
Club hoops began last weekend to launch 
a very competitive season. Several teams 
have legitimate hopes to be number one at 
potluck's end. Here's a look at The Bison Thp 
Thn scouting report. 
1. Kappa Tau "A": David Preston- one 
of the best three point guards at Harding, 
passes well, very quick hands; Kevin Berry 
- sweet shot from 15'; Kenny Hightowner 
-known as "the tower of power," rakes the 
boards, good leaper; Matt Patton -former 
Bison b-baller, quick, good shooter on-the 
move; Gary Bates- returns to HU in the 
spring, best dunk in club ball; Fred WJ1ey 
- nice touch for a big man, hits from high 
post; 1bcld Adair - serious three point 
potential. 
Key to victory: Must stay hot from the 
perimeter. 
2. Theta Tau "N': Todd Humphrey -
tough inside, rebounds well and puts in plen- . 
ty of trash buckets; John Kodatt- beSt pure 
shooter in the school; Brandon Thndy -
solid point guard; Alan Evans - smooth 
swingman, scores well from the baseline; 
Key to victory: Need to get past Kappa 
Tau jinx. 
3. Sub T ''N': Mil..e Alexander - quick 
up and down the court, can get hot from 
three point :range; & bert Cooper - pret ty 
shot !rom wing pos\tion ; Gregg Barden-
second of lhe best three point guards, smart, 
consistent ; Bri<nrGoff - former Bisbn b-
ballen, shoots well from 5' x 15'.· a hu!ler; 
Gary Richey -strong inside play; elly 
Barden - much. improved shoo~ tou h on 
defense; Mike Allen - nice shot from 2' 
when unguarded. 
Key to victory: .Patience on offense, work: 
ing the ball inside to Goff. 
4. Titans "N': Pat McGaha- strong re-
bounder, gets a number of follow-up buckets; 
Kris Citty- currently recovering from an 
injured shoulder, good baseline jumper; 
Randy Wood- third of the best three point 
guards, outstanding leaper, dresses smartly. 
Key to victory: Consistent play from 
frosh/new A-teamers. 
5. Knights "A": Jeff Vannatta -good 
hands, quickness at guard; Matt Bugg- big 
new member for the guys in green, very 
physical in the paint; Greg Stevenson -
former Bison b-baller, a board hanger; 
Mark Moore - his strong finish in this 
year's intramural cross country race in-
dicates a player in great shape for hoops; 
Alan Young - goo left-handed fade away. 
Key to victory: Th)lgh inside play and very 
few mistakes. 
6. Kappa Sigs "N': Coleman Westbrook 
-experienced, good ballhandler; Brandon 
. Morgan - outside threat with the size to re-
bound; Kevin Wright- adds points from the 
wing; Lance Rodgers ....... plays hard inside, 
good shot in the paint. 
Key to victory: Need big men to come 
through. 
7. Kappa Thu "B": ste.,<e Hinrichs - can 
it the jumper hom anywhere ; AI 
uchanan - c~el .. ol thing makes. 
· n difficult to~_IP ~;~Perry 
- gOQd ftee-throw4ine juflp shot; Derrick 
~artin - nice court savvy, clutch player. 
Key to victory: ·M-- get some boards. 
', 8. AGO "A'' : Darest.ef$JS-patternsbis 
-pme after Moses ¥alone; Darrell Bonham 
• r- good court presence, nJ4?e personality. 
Key to victory: Out-bustle a tough SBS 
team for small club title. 
(See SPOKI'S SCOPE, page 11) 
Sports 
Bison roundballers sweep final fall hornestand 
by Ed Williams 
Bison sports writer 
The Harding University men's basketball 
team swept the final ho~estand of the 
semester with victories over Union, 
Philander Smith, and Missouri Baptist. 
After Friday night's double figure 
rematch victory over Union, Harding bare-
ly had time to catch their breath before 
Philander Smith rolled into the Ganus 
Athletic Center Saturday night. By the time 
the game ended, though, it was Philander 
Smith needing air. 
The Bisons, playing a fast-paced run-and-
gun game, blew the visitors out of the gym, 
winning by a score of 109 to 76. Sean French 
led the offense with 19 points and ll re-
bounds. Corey Camper added 16 points, 
David Collins had 15, Carl Collins had 14, and 
David James scored 12 points. 
Tuesday Missouri Baptist came to Searcy 
looking to knock off the Bisons. 
In a close game Monday night, Harding 
beat back Missouri Baptist College 92 to 81. 
It was a close game to the end. With just 
over two minutes to play, Missouri Baptist 
had pulled to within four, at 79-75. 
Corey Camper took over in the final 
minutes, scoring seven of the Bison's final 
nine points. Camper led the team with 26 
points, 11 rebounds, and 6 assists. Sean 
French added 20 points, Chad Bradley bad 
15, Barry Thames was 4 for 5 on 3-i>oint at-
tempts, and David James scored 11. 
Lady Bisoits grab second place finish 
in John· Brown Invitational Tournament 
.. it" said Head Coach Phil Watkins. Watkins two seasons to the present, Union has earned 
b_y Greg Petree w'as referring to the fact that Harding didn't a record of 78-4. 
Boson sports wroter have the depth they are used to. Two of the One other loss was a disappointing one at 
The Lady Bisons ~r~ runner~up ~n the Ldy Bisons' key players~ unable to play. the hands ot Arkansas Baptist. "We should 
John Brown Umvers1ty Inv1tat1onal l.orie Hoofman and Julie Roddy (Roddy 1s have won this one," according to Watkins. 
Women's Basketball 'ThUrnament this past aVeraging 14 points a game) were unable to The fall season of play has concluded and 
weekend. play in the tournament. Junior Syrena Harding's record stands at 3-4. The girls 
Only the favored home team, JBU, Burch was named the tournament's Most come back after Christmas to play Bethel 
managed to defeat Harding ih the tourney. Valuable Player having earned 'Zl points College; then fbey are off to a tournament 
Hardin~ eat JBU eaJ'lier ~ season by 14 against Southwest Baptist. at Oklahoma Christ~an College. 
points m the Ganus Athletic Center. That In the first round of the tournament the Jan. 9 the Lady BlSOns start conference 
tournament victory didn't come easy ~or Lady Bisons beat Southwest Baptist by 10 play against the University of the Ozarks . 
JBU, however, as the Lady Bisons rallied points to adVance against John Brown. This game will be in the old gym. Watkins 
ftom a 16 point deficit to tie them in the last . , . hopes to repeat last year's appearance in the 
minutes of the game. "We just wore . Two of ~g 8 I~ are to Umo!l who District playoffs and finish in the top five 
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Bison Footbalt Statistics 
for the 1988 season (10 games) 
Bison footbaU final statistics through 10 games 
Date Home Opponents Opp. Site 
9-3-88 22 Lane College 7 Jackson, Tenn. 
9-10-88 21 Missouri-Rolla 16 Searcy 
9-24-88 6 . SE Oklahoma 35 Durant, Okla. 
10-1-88 27 NW Oklahoma 14 Searcy 
10-8-88 10 Arkansas Tech 13 Russellville, Ark. 
10-22-88 17 Henderson State 34 Searcy 
10-29-88 0 UA-Monticello 27 Monticello, Ark. 
11-5-88 34 Southern Arkansas 6 Searcy 
11-12-88 14 Ouachita Baptist 28 Arkadelphia, Ark. 
11-17-88 0 Central Arkansas 28 Searcy 
RUSHING 
Name Games Car. Net TD Long R/Avg 
Chris Hill ·10 121 546 7 80 4.5 
Anthony Hill 10 127 522 1 50 4.1 
Derrick Williams 10 27 109 1 12 4.0 
Mike Alexander 10 13 67 0 23 5.2 
Kris O'Neal 10 9 41 0 18 4.6 
PASSING 
Name Games Att. Comp. Int. Yards TD Long Pet. 
Tad Niblett 10 125 53 10 719 5 42 42 
Greg Cox 9 145 46 12 595 4 41 32 
RECEIVING 
Name Games Rec. Yards TD Long R/Avg. 
Mike Alexander 10 36 549 4 41 15.2 
Anthony Lowery 10 16 144 1 32 9.0 
Kris Citty 10 13 208 1 42 16.0 
Barry Bowens 10 9 108 0 15 12.0 
Keith Kelley 9 9 158 2 41 17.6 
INTERCEPTIONS 
Name Games No. Yards Long 
Pete Phillis 9 4 27 12 
Eric Cook Hl 2 5 5 
PUNTING 
Name Games No. Long P/Avg. 
Mark Thomas 10 54 54 36.5 
David Killingsworth 8 14 65 31.9 
KICKING 
Name Games PAT Field Goal 
Pete Daniell 10 17-17 6-10 
DEFENSE 
Name Solo Asst. Sack Fum. Pass 
John Spann 49 91 1 5 1 
Joe Phillips 49 73 2 1 1 
Brooks Davis 37 83 2 0 0 
Alvin Henry 47 65 10 3 0 
Kenwick Thompson 30 48 8 3 1 
Bubba Alsup 20 40 6 0 0 
Lee White 27 27 0 1 1 
Joe Sawyer 15 37 4 2 0 
Lance Rodgers 22 27 0 3 1 
Kevin Hunt 9 33 0 0 0 
Pete Phillis 21 20 0 0 0 































Now Hiring Men and Women. Summer 
and Career Opportunities (Will Train). Ex-
cellent Pay Plus World Travel. Hawaii, 
Bahamas, ·Caribbean, Etc. CALL NOW! 
(206) 736-1QOO Ext. 123C 
---
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1988-89 BISON BASKETBALL 
Dec. 1 Union UniiiiiSiiJ ............ . .. Home 
Dec. 3 Philander Smith ............ . .. Home 
Dec. 5 Missouri Baptist ............ . .. Home 
Dec. 6 School of the Ozarks . . . . . . . . .. . Away 
Jan. 5 Hendrix College• . . • . • . . . .Away 
Jan. 9 Uni~~eiSiiJ of the Oz.aru• ..... • . . Home 
Jan. 12 Arkansas Tech University" . . . • . Away 
Jan. 16 Arkansas Colle&e" ........... . . . Home 
Jan. 19 Ouachita Baptist University• .... . . Away 
Jan. 21 Uni~~eiSiiJ of Central Arkansas• . •• . Home 
Jan. 23 Southern Arkansas Uni~~emty• . •• . Home 
Jan. 26 U of A - Monticello" • • . . . . Away 
Jan. 30 Henderson State University• ... •• . Home 
Feb. 2 Hendrix Colle&e" ............ .. . Home 
Feb. 6 University of the Ozarks• . . . . . . . Away 
Feb. 9 Arkansas Tech Uni~~emty• ..... •• . Home 
Feb. 11 Arkansas College• . • • . • . . . • Away 
Feb. 13 Ouachita Baptist Uni~~emty• ... • , . Home 
Feb. 16 University of Central Arkansas• . . . Away 
Feb. 20 Southern Arkansas University• . ..•• Away 
Feb. 23 U of A - Monticello" ........ .. . Home 
Feb. 25 Henderson State. University• • , Away 
"Arkansas Intercollegiate Conference Games 
Head Coach: Jess Bucy Assistant: Nicky Boyd 
Sports Scope 
(continued from page 10) 
9. Alpha Thu "N': Marty Dejarnette -
sweet tum-around from the paint; Stephen 
Alexander- drives well on the baseline; 
Kevin Waller- can shoot the lights out, very 
fast; Ken Weinhardt- added muscle off the 
bench; Thrrance Higgs - can jump out of 
the gym. 
Key to victory: When Waller is hot, Alpha 
Th.u will roll. 
10. Kappa Sigs "B": David Echols- in-
timidating rebounder; Paul Houston- can 
help take up scoring slack outside; Scott 
Barber- ballhandler, scores well from top 
of key. · 
Key to victory: Must dominate inside. 
* * * 
Club Basketball top ten: 
Club 
1. Kappa Tau "A" (10)* 
2. Theta Tau "A" 
3. Sub T "A" 
4. Titans "A" 
5. Knights ••A" 
6. Kappa Sigs "A" 
7. Kappa Tau "B" 
8. AGO "A" (tie) 
8. Alpha Tau "A" (tie) 
10. Kappa Sigs "B" 












1988-89 LADY BISON BASKETBALL 
Dec. 1 Union UniveiSity .. . .. .. ....... . Home 
Dec. 2-3 John Brown Tournament . . . • •. .Away 
Dec. 5 Missouri Baptist ........... ... . Home 
Jan. 6-7 Oklahoma Christian Tournament .. . Away 
Jan. 9 UniveiSity of the Oz.aru• ...... . . Home 
Jan. 12 Arkansas Tech University• . . • • .Away 
Jan. 16 Arkansas Colle1e" ............ . . Home 
Jan. 19 Ouachita Baptist University" . . Away 
Jan. 21 ··univeiSity of Central Alkansas• . . . Home 
Jan. 23 Southern Arkansas UniveiSity* .. •. Home 
Jan. 26 U of A - Monticello" . . . • . . Away 
Jan. 30 Henderson State Univemty• ..... .. Home 
Feb. 2 Arkansas Baptist Colle1e ....... •. Home 
Feb. 6 University of the Ozarks.• . . . ... . . . Away 
Feb. 9 Arkansas Tech University" ...... •. Home 
Feb. 11 Arkansas College• . . . . . Away 
Feb. 13 Ouachita Baptist University" .... • . Home 
Feb. 16 University of Central Arkansas• Away 
Feb. 20 Southern Arkansas University• . Away 
Feb. 23 U of A - Monticello" ........ • . Home 
Feb. 25 Henderson State University• •... . . Away 
• Arkansas Intercollegiate Conference Games 
Head Coach: Phil Watkins 
Assistant: Dennis Da¥enport 
HU AII-AIC Football 
First Team 
Terry Albright - offensive guard 
Joe Phillips- defensive back 
Second Team 
Keith Perry - offensive tackle 
Chris Hill- running back 
Mike Alexander - wide receiver 
Brooks Davis - linebacker 
Honorable Mention 
Bubba Alsup - defensive tackle 
Joe Sawyer- defensive tackle 
Kenwick Thompson - defensive end 
Alvin Henry - defensive end 
John Spann - linebacker 
Anthony Lowery - running back 
Fred Wiley - center 
Pete Daniell - placekicker 
HELP WANTED 
NEED CASH? 
$500/$1,000 stuffing envelopes! 
Guaranteed! Rush Stamped ad-
dressed envelope to Mail-Co, 
Box 02678/216723, SE 16th, 
Portland, OR 97202 
............... =====:;,-------, I I .....,. nnn"'l 
ATTENTION BSN 
CLASS OF 1989. 
The Air Force has a special pro-
gram for 1989 BSNs. If selected, 
\OJ can en18r active duty sooo 
after graduation--without waiting 
for the 18Sul1s.of your State BoardS. 
b quclllf~ you must haw an overall 
2. 75 GPA. Aftef commissioning, 
you'll attend a flva-mon1h Intern-
ship at a maJor Air Force medical 
b:lllttl b an 8KC811ent way to pnt-
pant bf the wide range of experl· 
ences you'll have serving ~r 
country as an Air Force nurse d-
flce[ For rT10f8 InformatiOn, call 
CAPT SHARON PRIVETT 
501-985-2311 COLLECT 
, .. ~~ 
~.l. ,- r , "''" ..oRCET"':: 1 :-.o•c 'U' "' 1 
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JULIE RODDY PUTS THE BALL UP against John Brown University. 





Rattle & Hum 





'!; All Seats $1.50 
Monday $1.00 w/FREE Popcorn 
•Wednesday $2.00 Admission lncl~des 
-,All You Can Eat & Drink (Popcorn & Coke) 
-~----------------------------------COUPON 
Popcorn with Admission 
...... 12-17-88 
'll'IM IH.Ud/ltlo 71'/MmJre 
"l{mrntown on the Square" 
Scuba courses offered this spring 
Spring semester scuba courses will be of- will meet Tuesday, Feb. 14, 7 p.m. - 9 p.m. 
fered next semester under the direction of in Ganus Athletic Center, room 106 and 
Jack Boustead and other instructors who Saturday, Feb. 18 and 25, 8 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
have been contracted by the school. They The checkout dives for both courses will 
a~ as follows: , . . have a choice of alternative dates- March 
Advanced Ope~ Water course~lll begm 9-11 during spring break at Vortex Springs 
Saturday, ~eb. 11 m Ganus Athl~bc Center, in North Florida, or during the middle of 
room 106. Times for the classes will be 8 a.~. April at Hot Springs, Ark. 
- 11 a.m. and 12 noon - 2 p.m. The cost 1s 
$80.00 if you have been a student of "Rick's 
Pro Dive 'N Ski Shop" before, otherwise 
$105.00. 
"Open Water" training class orientation 
Gorbachev ... (continued from page 1) 
500,000 troops in Europe, and new draft laws 
in the Soviet Union which would rule out 
persecution of persons for political or 
religious reasons. 
All of these announcements were a part 
of his historical speech to the United Nations 
General Assembly on Wednesday. Historic 
because Gorbachev is the first Soviet leader 
in over 25 years to call for a reduction in his 
country's own military strength. President 
Reagan said the United States would also be 
willing to reduce its troops in the armies of 
Western Alliance. Soviets plan to reduce 
offensive-type armaments and troops in 
Eastern Europe. 
President Reagan seemed pleased at the 
announcement. "Naturally, I heartily ap-
prove'' of Gorbachev's announcement of 
military reductions, he said. 
Gorbachev expressed in his hour-long 
Call Jack Boustead at extension 304 if you 
want more information. leave your name 
and phone number if you do not reach 
Boustead. 
speech to the U.N., interest in an era to end 
confrontation and begin worldwide peace. 
"It is obvious ... that the use of threat or 
force no longer can or must be an instru-
ment of foreign policy,'' he said. 
The General Secretary had a two-hour 
luncheon on Governor's Island with Presi-
dent Reagan and President-elect George 
Bush after the speech to the U.N., but talk 
of arms over the dinner table was sparse. 
The leaders concerned themselves, instead, 
with talk of human rights issues, the 
Afghanistan ceasefire, chemical weapons, 
and even found time to discuss the two 
leaders' mutual interest in horses. 
Reagan was pleased with the day's events. 
"It has been a good, successful day,'' he 
said. 
Bush, who will be inaugurated Jan. 20, 
said he looks forward to another meeting 
with Gorbachev "at an appropriate time." 
NAUTILUS·-UNLIMITED 
Join for the rest of the school year 
for only $65 before Christmas 
• Nautilus equipment 
• Whirlpools 
• Sunbeds 
• Racquetball Courts 
• Free Weights 
• Saunas 
VISIT US SOON! 
.... ~ - , 
954 Skyline Drive 268-7722 . 
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